
Stay Informed

Teen Suicide Rates by Jamie Brown

Teen suicide rates have been on the rise. Suicide

is the second highest cause of death in people ages

15 to 24, with accidents being the highest.

Montana, our own state, has the highest suicide

rate of any other state, 21.7% to be exact as

reported by the CDC. Teen suicide often occur

because of moving, losses, parental divorce, and

many, many more reasons. Boys are four times

more likely to die from suicide than girls are, but

girls are more likely to attempt suicide. Also, guns

have been factors in more than half of all suicides

committed by people ages 15-24. The teens that

are most at risk are those who have suffered from

alcohol or substance abuse, mental, physical,

sexual or emotional abuse at home, family history

of suicide, and imprisonment, etc.

There are warning signs you can watch for. These

signs include changes in habits, alcohol or drug

use, constantly feeling bored, issues focusing, and

acting-out behaviors. There are also ways to help

those who begin to feel this way. These can

include family therapy, individual therapy, and

even hospital stays. There are always ways to help

stay protected from suicide at home: have any and

all weopons, loose medication, and harmful

substances put away where you don’t know or

have access to them. Always know that no matter

how tough things may get, you’re never alone! If

you need help or are suffering from depression or

suicidal thoughts, please reach out and get the

help you need. If you need help, contact school

counselors, therapists, the Crisis Text Line at

741-741, or the Suicide Prevention Hotline at

1-800-273-8255.

Trichotillomania by Elisha M.

Trichotillomania is a shelf harm disease that

causes one to pull out their hair. This disease

affects 3.5 percent of the population in the U.S.

Most cases develop between the ages 10 to 13.

Some infants can have it too, but those cases

aren't long term, and they usually grow out of it.

Some of the factors that may cause

trichotillomania are genetics and stress, say some

scientists, but they don't know for sure. Most

people who have the disease can also have

depression, anxiety, or OCD. In some cases, they

can have all three. The disease can be recognized

by the patchy bald spots. Most who have this

disease try to disguise it by covering the spots,

wearing wigs, or drawing eyebrows. In Conclusion

the disease is hard to spot if you don’t know what

you're looking for. Most people don’t know it even

exists.



Polycystic Ovarian Syndrome by Lindsay

Trainor

Polycystic ovarian syndrome (PCOS) is where

your body forms cysts on your ovaries. Depending

on the severity of the cysts it can be very painful

and cause trouble with fertility. If you don't follow

a fairly strict keto diet it can lead to diabetes.

Many people with PCOS have an excess amount of

male hormones. Some symptoms of this are

excess hair growth, hair loss, and excess acne.

Doctors can detect PCOS as early as 11 years old.

There is not really a definite cure for PCOS, the

only thing that can remotely help is medicine, diet

and exercise. PCOS can be linked to fertility

issues, blood sugar/blood pressure issues and

depression. PCOS is found in only 5 million

women worldwide. Despite PCOS not being an

important health risk, it should still be taken very

seriously because it can lead to dangerous health

issues.

Global Issues

Endangered Species by Taylor H. M.

Near endangered, endangered, near threatened,

or threatened animals are happening right now.

Now, what does endangered even mean though?

Well, an endangered species is an animal or plant

that's considered at risk of extinction. A species

can be listed as endangered at the state, federal,

and international level. On the federal level, the

endangered species list is managed under the

Endangered Species Act.

Examples of Endangered species or threatened

are:

● Mammals: Javan Rhino, tiger, giant panda, Blue

Whale, Snow Leopard, Baji Porpoise, Sumatran

orangutan, Sumatran rhino, Asian elephant, Red

panda, Fin whale, Wolf, Black-footed ferret, Indiana

bat, Humpback whale, and more.

● Reptiles: Loggerhead sea turtle, Green sea turtle,

Leatherback sea turtle, Common snapping turtle,

Hawksbill sea turtle, Kemp’s ridley sea turtle, Bog

turtle Madagascar big-headed turtle, Chinese

softshell turtle, Spotted turtle, Wood turtle,

Ploughshare Tortoise, Radiated tortoise, Spider

tortoise, Flattened musk turtle, Flat-backed spider

tortoise, American crocodile, American alligator,

Timber rattlesnake, Mary River turtle, Chinese

crocodile lizard, Black spiny-tailed iguana, and

more.

All of these species that are listed have the same

problem: they are either endangered or

threatened. I care about different kinds of species.

I might not be part of a fundraiser or an animal

protector organization, but if I was, my message

for you would be to join the WWF (World

Wildlife) or any sponsor that helps with species

that are endangered or threatened. We can all

help these species that are being hunted for their

furs, skins, and other unique characteristics.

The World WildLife conservation organization

helps animals and humans thrive together. They

also help to develop and deliver innovative

solutions that protect communities, wildlife, and

the places in which they live. The World Wildlife

conservation organization’s mission, “Our

mission is to conserve nature and reduce the most

pressing threats to the diversity of life on Earth.”

The WWF was established in 1961 by a group of

passionate and committed individuals who sought

to secure the funding necessary to protect places

and species that were threatened by human

development.

The International Union for Conservation of

Nature’s (IUCN)Red List of Threatened Species

has developed to become the world’s most helpful

information source for animal, fungi, and plant

species. This organization was established in

1964. The IUCN Red List is a website that informs

people on the world’s biodiversity. It is also a

powerful tool to tell and produce action for

biodiversity change that’s protecting nature and

its species. Finally, provides information about

the population size, habitat, threats, and other

things happening around the globe.



Commentaries Column

Black Fila vs. Black Nike Air Force 1’sby

Andrew Warner

Today, I will be diving deep using sense and logic

to choose the best looking and applicable

footwear to rock that gothic teenage look. Both of

these shoes are more classic than Lil Uzi in a

white tee. Starting off with the filas, which are

ranked the number one industry shoe on Amazon.

These kicks have a strongly conveying design,

applying especially to those who have wide feet.

These shoes are gargantuan mostly due to the

large padding and ultra-comfortable design. With

a price of 80 dollars, they are more expensive

than I would like to pay, and I know your grandpa

was thinking the same thing. These shoes are a

must on the local job site of almost any fast-food

franchise. With the ultra non-slip resistant soles,

this recent design earned these shoes a 4.5-star

rating with over 27,000 reviews. Along with a

memory foam sole, which is perfect for those who

are on their feet all day, the shoes are 100%

leather and lace-up.

While the Nike Air Forces have a 5 stars review

with 9,000 reviews. Also, they are 100% leather.

With a starting price of 90 dollars, these lace-ups

are classic OG ‘07 black Nikes. These Nikes lack

the sensible fashion compared to Filas shoes and

the even overrated white Nikes. The black Air

Forces have an incredibly dry and boring style.

However, the biggest perk of these shoes is the

fact that they will earn you respect in any social

situation. If you ever see someone who's tall and

skinny rocking the black forces, you know you

need to stay in check. These shoes are perfect to

show off your more edgy side while hopping on a

trend with a twist. Overall, these shoes are slightly

more fashionable compared to Filas even though

they are very similar and most of the differences

are unrecognizable.

However, both have many similarities, some of

which don't matter and are mainly an issue of

preference. But, no matter what you chose or for

whatever reason, both of these shoes are

interchangeable just like your fantasy line-up.

These shoes are both available for purchase and

are waiting for you to just to drip on a cloudy day

or whether or not you are required by your

Mcdonald's manager. But in the end, I have to

stand by the shoe that I believe had the most

impact on domestic homosapiens in everyday life.

So, my final decision in the matchup between

Filas and the Nike Air Forces, the Nikes receive

my approval for the best all black leather shoe

appropriate for everything from school activities

to your wildest fantasies.

Entertainment Corner

Spongebob: Season 1 by Nathan Gallagher

Season 1 of Spongebob was arguably the best and

most classic of them all. Season 1, Episode 1, Help

Wanted, is the episode where Spongebob is hired

as the fry cook at the Krusty Krab, a restaurant

operated by Eugene Crabs. This is the episode

that forms and shapes the whole show.

Spongebob,voiced by Tom Kenny, is the main

character of this show and portrayed to be a soft

delicate creature, full of emotion. Squidward,

voiced by Roger Bumpass, is the cranky-lowly

motivated neighbor that lives near Spongebob

and who also works at the Krusty Krab with

Spongebo. Patrick Star, Spongebob's best friend

and partner in crime, is voiced by Bill Fagerbakke.

The first episode of Spongebob I believe was the

start of one of the best shows and influences ever,

especially in today's media. Today, Spongebob is

used in many memes and internet trends, not

only symbolizing how funny and creative the

show is, but also it seems there's a reference for

almost everything in the show. The first episode



aired in 1999 and is still going strong on its 13th

season. This show is definitely very funny and

legendary. Check it out!

Minecraft Update by Evyn Wolke

Minecraft has come up with the new 1.18 update.

It's not as massive as the 1.17. The update was

released November 30, 2021. The release was part

2 of 1.17, Caves and Cliffs. This update includes;

all new biomes, a new hostile mob, and new

blocks that enable wireless redstone. The 1.17

update had a large impact in the world of

Minecraft gamers. It included world expansion,

new mobs, cave details, and block textures. This

update gave builders a better option for new

creative builds. For those who don’t know what

Minecraft is, I will explain it!

Minecraft is a survival game. It's an interactive

game in which players create and break apart

various blocks in three dimensional worlds. Your

job is to build shelter and survive off of your

surroundings and things that you can craft with

the materials you have collected. The point of the

game is to defeat the ender dragon, once the

obstacle is beat the game is finished. There are

mobs, basically creepy little dudes that run

around trying to stop you from completing your

tasks. You can collect creatures along the way.

Wolfs are most common. There are supplies you

need to tame certain animals. Hostile mobs,

which is in reference to monsters. Spiders are

eligible to be ridden. Let me tell you when I say

riding a spider is rather respectfully bussin’. It

might take a minute. Another respectfully bussin’

mob, is a pig. The supplies needed are a saddle,

and a carrot on a stick. They don’t go as fast as a

horse would, but every man to himself.

The popularity of Minecraft has gone up

significantly. That may possibly be with the

connection to the Dream SMP, a minecraft

roleplay. I enjoy playing Minecraft because of the

endless possibilities. You could build anything

really. There's been multiple Minecraft build

challenges. Some have been added to the game in

the tutorial. Tutorial takes place in the beginning

of the game. It gives you a step by step on how to

function during the game. When I had asked

Caitlyn Shelton her opinion, she stated “creepers

are super cool and super fun.” She found the

game to have a positive vibe. If you are a fan of

Minecraft, you should check out the newest

update!

Childish Gambino by Dez Brown

Childish Gambino is a hip-hop/rap artist. He

raps about various topics, mainly romance,

heartbreak, and rejection. In his song Sober, he

sings about loving a girl and the relationship

ending, so he distracts himself from his regret. He

isn’t only a hip-hop/rap artist, but he’s also an

actor, comedian, and writer. In conclusion,

Childish Gambino is an artist you should listen to.

IGOR: Part 3 by Rowdy Barber

Part three is about Igor gaining enough

confidence to let the man go, but is still

heartbroken. The next song “WHAT'S GOOD” is

probably my second least favorite song on the

album, and I still love it. I don't really have any

criticism for the song. The next song is “GONE

GONE/ THANK YOU”. “GONE GONE” is about

how the man picked the girl in the end, and Igor is



sad but rather happy that he had him for a short

period of time. “THANK YOU” is about IGOR

thanking the man for all the times they’ve had.

The next song “I DON’T LOVE YOU ANYMORE”

has a clever sample and is very sad. The song is

about how the man lost all feelings for Igor, and

Igor is heart broken. The next song “ARE WE

STILL FRIENDS” is my favorite song on the

album. It has the best sample on the album and

it's about how Igor would rather hold a platonic

relationship with the man rather than no

relationship at all. This song has some of the best

lyrics and the inspiration is clear. Overall, this

album is perfect in every way. It has me feeling

emotional, the story is interesting and original,

the production is great, the features are great, the

samples are great, and Tyler's performance on the

album is just incredible. Overall, this album is a

10/10, and I wouldn't change a thing.

Stuff We Can’t Afford

Rolls Royce Company Produces by

Christopher Clark

Rolls Royce was founded on March 15, 1906, in

Manchester, United Kingdom. The Rolls Royce

car to me is a limo version of a suv. Their

customers get the exact colors they want their

Rolls Royce to be. The car names are Phantom,

Phantom Drophead Coupe, Phantom Coupe,

present Ghost, present Warith, present Dawn,

Sweptail, present Phantom. Their suv name is the

Cullinan, which is also a type of diamond. Rolls

Royce makes over 13,000 jet engines military,

commercial and private. The average cost of a

Rolls Royce is $330,000 - $535,000 on average.

It’s definitely something we cannot afford…yet!


